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The People United: 
Bienvenida! We are The People United, named after the world-famous Chilean 
resistance song El pueblo unido ne jamás será vencido. Not only is this a nod to our 
esteemed Chilean colleague, Alfredo Puyol, it also captures the revolutionary, 
consumer-first reality of the digital marketplace, a reality which we work tirelessly to 
educate and guide businesses through. Our consultants are both creative and on the 
cutting-edge of new digital technologies and strategies, and yet we offer our services 

for the very low price of free--because digital democracy shouldn’t come at a price. 
Runway Lights Consulting: 

So named for guiding customers and clients to landing pages, we are the SEO 
division of The People United--the nuts and bolts guys, the coders--that get 

eyeballs on all the content our parent company helps generate. We also provide 
the metrics and analytics insight to continue to optimize that digital strategy. 

 
Marketing Objectives: 

1. Create content, on the blog and website, that drives traffic to landing pages--click-throughs 
from social channels (“That looks interesting...”) or from search engines (more and more 
prominently-featured placements on results page.) 

a. Side-goal: Raise awareness and active interest for True Integration. 
2. Ensure that the website and its landing pages are optimized for mobile-friendliness, global 

audiences, ease-of-use, and lead generation. 
3. Connect and cultivate relationships with potential clients and architectural partners, either in 

online communities or through the website. 
 
Situation Analysis:  

OLC is an architectural design firm with offices in Denver, Orlando, Tokyo, and Cairo, with 
decades of expertise in recreational/fitness centers, spas, and aquatics. OLC is also a thought-leader in 
the medical fitness community, a guiding voice in the promotion and design of integrated medical 
fitness (IMF) centers (though awareness for IMF is low.) The majority of OLC’s marketing budget 
goes towards attending trade-shows and professional photography of completed projects. For the 
former, though good for image, they profess to not get any leads or buzz from large conferences. For 
the latter, that content is only used for the site and promotional print material.  

OLC recently rolled out a new website built on the WordPress engine. Not only does the new 
site look more modern, organized, and attractive--important for any design company--but it is now 
responsive, easy-to-revise, and integratable with numerous plug-ins, widgets, and services, all necessary 
for an effective digital strategy. But the site layout is still cumbersome, involving lots of scrolling and 
clicks. And by rolling out a new website, OLC must once more work their way up the search page 
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rankings. Currently, the site is not optimized for 
search. There is little concern for keywords, meta 
descriptions are lacking, images do not have 
content-rich file names or alt tags. And with the 
recent news from Google, the mobile-friendliness of 
the site will be a major determinant of their ranking 
success. Depending on its mood, Google’s 
mobile-friendliness test has passed and failed OLC’s 
site. Make of that what you will. Regardless, as can 
be seen from the domain analysis above, 
olcdesigns.com needs work if OLC wants to improve its search ranking. 

As for social media, OLC already has followers on Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin and have 
begun to both create content on their site and post more to their social media accounts. But that 
content is at times impersonal and without a sense of overarching purpose. All in all, Ohlson Lavoie 
Collaborative has a Klout score of 34, which, being below average, suggests the need for improvement. 
OLC needs to create content that both engages the followers they do have and attracts more followers. 

 
Target Market and Segmentation: 

There are three potential targets for OLC’s digital strategies and three time frames for reaching 
these markets (before the project, during the design, after completion.) 

1. Potential clients and decision makers. Guide them through the buying process, from awareness 
through to action, and even to repeat business.  

2. Other architects. May need OLC’s help/collaboration on a fitness or aquatic project. Raise 
awareness and knowledge of OLC to place OLC in more consideration sets. 

3. Community stakeholders. Collaborate with all involved in the process: those who will run and 
use the finished project, those who will help realize it (vendors and developers.) Also use these 
groups to amplify OLC’s message so it’s more likely to reach potential clients and partners.  

(For more detailed breakdowns of each segment, see Appendix A.) Of these three, the most important 
to OLC is segment 1: potential clients and decision makers. Though they may also receive business 
from segment 2, the majority of their revenue is from projects where they are the lead designer. And 
since the goal of their digital strategy is leads generated; all strategy should be focused towards 
increasing OLC’s digital presence and providing content that will encourage this important segment to 
reach out to OLC, either for more information or with an RFP.  
 
Key Messaging/Brand Positioning: 

OLC differentiates itself from competitive architectural firms by listening to clients through 
the process, hence Ohlson Lavoie Collaborative. Throughout the process, OLC requests input and 
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feedback from all stakeholders--those who requested the facility, those who will realize it (developers, 
contractors), those who will run it, and end-users. Due to this client-centered approach, OLC designs 
projects that efficiently progress towards completion without setbacks and revisions; projects that, 
upon completion, exceed the expectations of all end-users. For OLC is more than capable of exceeding 
expectations. With their collective wealth of experience, creativity, aesthetic vision (interior and 
exterior), and focus on functionality, OLC has more than enough problem-solving skills to successfully 
tackle any project and create a building worthy of the investment. This is current messaging and should 
carry through to digital strategy. Any potential client or decision-maker that looks into OLC’s online 
presence (as they do) before making a decision should know OLC’s differentiation. In short: 

(1) Content should demonstrate OLC’s expertise and provide examples of their values 
(collaboration, functionality, interior beauty.) 

(2) OLC as a company should interact and engage with the online community to demonstrate 
their commitment to collaboration.  

 
Marketing Plan: 

To create a digital marketing engine, built on engaging content, that drives and funnels more 
clients--either through search or social channels, on any device, anywhere in the world--to a redesigned 
website optimized for lead generation. 

 
Not that it will move all in the target market from start to finish: communities need only amplify 
sharing and distribution; and some clients may enter the engine with OLC already in their 
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consideration set, with OLC’s proposal already before them. But the engine will always be amplifying 
the OLC brand: increasing awareness, affective response, and actions taken (RFPs and contracts 
secured.) Yes, traffic is messier on the internet, routes often rambling from first interaction to last; but 
the mind of the customer is still the mind of a customer. Awareness must come first, then cognitive 
and emotional knowledge, before any action (the coveted lead generation) can take place. So what is 
the breakdown of this plan, what the component parts of the engine? 

 
Content (is king): 
a) Created Content: 

Content creation needs to be the centerpiece of the entire strategy. We have identified three 
types of content necessary to both fully communicate OLC’s  brand messaging and reach all three 
target markets. This content will leverage all current assets: unique expertise, past projects, and 
high-quality images. More, the goal will be to increase both brand knowledge and brand preference.  

 
1) Thought-leader content: e.g. white papers, conference slide decks, any blogs that present the 

argument for True Integration, any content in which OLC alone can claim expertise (or is on the 
leading edge, i.e. aquatics.) Our first, highest recommendation is that OLC create an infographic for 
Integrated Medical Fitness Centers, which explains what the unmet market needs are, how IMFCs 
function to meet those needs, and how everyone involved benefits. IMF is not an easily-communicable 
idea, hence the need for an infographic, which, when done right, can distill complex subjects into 
easily-consumed content.The infographic should be equal parts story and data visualizations: story to 
make its argument relatable and engaging, data-driven to make the argument legitimate and impactful.  

Scan an actual blueprint for an IMFC OLC has built. Trace the visits, using color-coded lines, 
of a number of representative stakeholders--an outpatient, their spouse, a member of the fitness club, a 
hospital administrator, etc.--enough lines so that all major stories are told. An interactive visualization, 
the user can select a line to toggle to a more detailed description which walks them through each step of 
that stakeholder’s “journey.” And at each step--e.g. physical therapy following outpatient 
procedure--provide data visualizations to match--e.g. the average distance and time most outpatients 
must drive for physical therapy. OLC may need to collaborate with other IMF organizations to collect 
this data, but, then again, collaboration is in their DNA. Finally, allow the user to toggle or link to 
photography of the completed facility, exterior and interior, as well as testimonials if available. And, of 
course, a contact form for lead gen. With such an infographic, OLC can tell the whole story, and their 
audience will be intrigued enough to need to pay attention. And immersed in the stories and data, they 
will begin to understand IMF, even care for its success. But always with the goal of inspiring them to 
contact OLC for more information or inspiring them to become brand ambassadors. 

Prices vary with quality, but do look for a design firm willing to make something truly special. 
Start with visual.ly and go from there. And pay what is necessary, because infographics are probably 
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the most shareable bit of content on the web-- learning made fun and easy--so this is a must if OLC 
wants the word to spread about IMFCs. And yes, OLC can promote this like any old image. Ask the 
designer for a representative image, share and promote that, but have it link back to the infographic. 

This and other content will be used to differentiate OLC’s brand from competitors, and raise 
awareness and active interest among clients for their own integrated medical fitness center, their own 
OLC-brand of aquatics. This content will be professional, instructive, and thorough. 

 
2) Case studies: e.g. blogs about either past projects or even current projects. Create image-rich, 

text-brief (500-1000 word) blog-posts that explore past projects. There may be overlap between this 
content and thought-leader content. Design these case studies around a story: a goal OLC set and how 
they reached it, or a problem OLC faced, solutions they considered, and the final solution. Be creative 
and change up the goals; perhaps one post examines how to integrate a facility into a community, 
another examines windows and lighting. Try to open the public’s eyes to the thought-process of 
architectural design, make them see the little things (like lighting design) in a new light. And while not 
every post must communicate the entirety of the brand message, collaboration, functionality, attractive 
interiors, niche experience, etc. should be worked in wherever possible. 

The trick, and this can only be learned through experience, is how to balance the voice to 
optimize impact. The blogposts must be kept simple enough for the layman, yet OLC’s expertise must 
be evident to other architects; the tone must be professional enough to engender confidence, but 
interesting enough (e.g. playful, weird) that people will read it through and share it; and last, but most 
important, the voice must be authentic. In other words, be yourself, but know your audience. 
Analytics will help determine the posts most successful at this balancing act. 

Earlier, we mentioned writing blogs about current projects, we believe that one interesting 
“content campaign” would be to follow a project throughout the entire design process. Through the 
gathering of information from clients and communities, through the designing of the architectural 
plans and material boards (definitely share images of both), and on to handing over the design. Then 
follow-ups--the site under construction to build anticipation for the grand opening, and, of course, the 
big reveal at the end. This will give the target markets a unique insight into OLC’s design process, a 
sense of exactly who they are hiring. It will give the subscribers a reason to keep returning to the blog, 
to see the progress of the project. And, frankly, people love to see the process behind things around 
them, love brand transparency. So not only will they gain better knowledge of OLC’s brand, but they 
will develop an affective preference for the brand as well. 
 

3)Press releases: Because the distribution of press releases is expensive (not to mention the cost 
writing it), most current business news about OLC should be shared via microblogging (e.g. on 
Twitter and LinkedIn: “OLC to design new recreation center for Twin Falls, Idaho. Looking forward 
to working with this great community!”) But there should be at least one widely-distributed press 
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releases per IMFC project, preferably when OLC hands over the design to begin construction (with 
mock-ups and images of them breaking ground) with a follow-up on the website before the grand 
opening. The press release should not only provide information about the facility, but should provide 
some background on OLC, the history of IMFCs, and their benefit to the community. Think of it as a 
legitimized case study that thousands will see and read. Thus, these press releases will enhance 
awareness for OLC among all target markets, and raise interest as well. 

If unequipped to handle writing the press release, hire a freelance press release writer from 
oDesk or turn to Content.ly. 

 
b) Curated Content: 

In addition to created content, it is always wise to curate content (i.e. sharing other articles and 
blogposts,) not only to social media accounts, but to the news section of the website. OLC needs to 
post often to its social accounts, but it is difficult to create that much content. Curation fills in the 
gaps. Curate content that is truly interesting and important and relevant to OLC’s brand. Too much 
curated content and OLC’s own content will be lost in the noise. Examples of content to share: 
in-depth content about SmartHome technology and how this will impact architectural thinking; a new 
fitness trend that has taken off; anything that may impact how OLC does its job or the facilities it 
designs. But remember, when posting it, provide some gloss as to why the article matters to OLC. 

Thankfully, the gathering of content doesn’t need to fall all on one person’s shoulders. There 
are many services out there (Buffer, Pocket) that allow people to bookmark articles and blogs. Ask 
everyone in the office, as  they read on their own time, to bookmark anything they think is worthy of 
posting or sharing. Have them send links and a single sentence summary of why they found it 
interesting. Without needing to read it, the account manager can determine whether to post it or not, 
and if so, the post is already written (just tidy up their summary.)  
 
c) A few extra notes: 

● Start by sharing what your audience would be most interested in reading, not necessarily what 
you want them to read. Build an audience before sharing more esoteric content. 

● olcdesigns.com/blog/ doesn’t look like a blog and only shows three blog posts (not even the 
most recent.) Make sure the main blog page has the same layout as any individual blogpost. 

● Where is the ability to subscribe to the blog? 
● The blog posts are uncategorized, which doesn’t help bots trawling the site, or users navigate 

within the site. Both are important. So categorize blogs. 
● Images need to be larger, beautiful exterior and interior shots (not just any old shots.) Also, 

ensure that people can interact with the picture (zoom in, share it.) 
● Blog should be personal. Posts should not be by admin@olcdesigns.com but by Christine 

Clippinger. Use photo from staff page. Provide a bio. People are wary of faceless content. 
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● There are many plug-ins for WordPress that make content more attractive, easier to share, 
easier to find. E.g. WordPress SEO by Yoast, which helps with the SEO of blogs. For more 
plug-ins, check out this excellent post from Buffer. 

 
Distribution: 

Content creation is where the majority of time should be devoted, but the greatest content in 
the world won’t help OLC if it doesn’t have the distribution/social sharing network to get that content 
out there. But distribution can seem frighteningly complex. Not only does it require posting seemingly 
everywhere, it requires engagement with those communities. But we’re here to help. We’ve identified 
the social platforms and services to use to really get OLC’s content out there. 

1) Thought-leader content:  
a) Share slide decks to SlideShare. 
b) The white papers should be made available on the site, in exchange for contact 

information (e.g. name and email address.) Also share white papers with  niche online 
communities (e.g. http://network.aia.org/home) or syndicated via niche newsletters 
(e.g. http://www.myhealthytoday.com/newsletter/mwa/default.asp.) 

c) Post blogs and the infographic to the site and share them on normal social channels 
(more on this later.) The infographic should also be posted to infographic sites (e.g. 
visual.ly, submitinfographics.com,) niche communities, and Pinterest. 

2) Other content: 
a) Twitter: 

i) Post 3-5 times a day. Twitter is a news outlet, so share events soon to happen or 
happening: projects completed, awards won, conferences attending. 

ii) Think of Twitter as an aggregator of all content OLC posts. Blogs, shared 
Pinterest images, and curated content. 

iii) Use Twitter and its hashtags to engage with communities. E.g. before trade 
show, use the trade show’s hashtag to start engaging with other attendees. 

iv) Think up a hashtag during the design process and promote it to the 
community to encourage them to share their input. And, for the first few 
weeks following the end of a project, e.g. fitness center, post information about 
OLC; encourage people to tweet or instagram their love and use of the facility 
@OLCArchitecture, #MoreThanAGym. Then use The Wallrus to aggregate 
and display both Twitter and Instagram engagement, and promote it to OLC’s 
social channels. Shows leads your commitment to quality and collaboration. 

v) Make a big push to get new followers at first (see Appendix B.) Follow former 
clients, partners, vendors with which OLC has good relationships. Follow 
engaged followers of current followers. Or give Socedo a whirl (Appendix B.)  
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b) LinkedIn:  
i) Post 1-2 times a day. Share business-related curated content. 

ii) Identify groups to join: Medical Wellness/Fitness groups, Architectural Design 
groups, groups that may be interested in OLC content. Check in occasionally 
to see if there are any active discussions and contribute. 

iii) If a group doesn’t exist yet, build one. 
c) Pinterest: 

i) Put that beautiful photography to use. Pin images that link back to the 
webpage it can be found on. 

ii) Organize the Pinterest account into multiple boards, each built around a 
design niche. Give them catchy names, like “The Life Aquatics with Aldo 
Coronado” and “Join The Spa-pulist Party!” The top-left board should have 
the most current, relevant images (e.g. pools for summer.) 

iii) Engage with Pinterest communities, (e.g. ArchDaily.) Follow them, re-pin their 
content, and they will return the favor. 

d) Facebook: 
i) We don’t see Facebook as being all that important to OLC’s goals; so don’t 

spend too much time there, but keep it updated just in case. 
A few extra notes:: 

● Keep bios/about descriptions for social accounts short and interesting.  
● If addressing a specific page, account or user, include an @ to notify them, but not at start of 

sentence (because then only you two can see it.) E.g. “Congratulations to our friends @Mount 
Carmel Health System on the ground blessing.” 

● Share created content multiple times over a few days to ensure people don’t miss it. 
● Seem like a lot to do? Use Buffer (free) for automated posting to all channels, hands-off 

discovery of content, graphic creation tools, and analytics to determine what is successful. 
● Encourage employees to share among their own networks, encourage friends. But make sure 

they aren’t attempting to sell the service in the slightest, just sharing. 
● And, as always, don’t forget to engage with these communities. Don’t just broadcast. The more 

engaged followers feel, the more willing they are to follow OLC and promote its content. 
 

Funneling, Lead-Capture, & CRM: 
While the main thing driving funnelling and lead-capturing will be the quality of the content 

and its visibility (more on that later,) we have identified two more tools to serve OLC’s needs. 
● Snip.ly. Easily attach a call to action on all curated content. (1) Spot an article of interest, (2) 

click the snip.ly browser add-on, (3) customize the floating call to action (unobtrusive calls to 
action are remarkably effective,) and (4) share the link snip.ly generates. With the redirect 
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option, no matter the content, potential clients are always a click away from the site. But if an 
article speaks to True Integration, presenting an 
opportunity to follow-up with a white paper, the 
“form” option creates an email-capture box on the page. 
(Integrates with Buffer.) 

● vCita. Is a relatively affordable CRM tool that still 
provides attractive and thorough CRM management. 
This hovering sidebar with customizable call-to-action 
pop-up works to both capture leads, follow-up and 
nurture relationships, and eventually convert them. The 
kicker? vCita is also helpful during projects to 
communicate with clients, schedule meetings, share files, 
and securely process payments. 

 
 
The Website Itself (where SEO lives): 

Optimizing a site for search is a complex process and, really, most of it should be left for the 
techno-drones. We will not attempt to turn our friends at OLC into coding experts, but we will offer 
some easily-actionable steps (and some not) that will benefit their searchability, traffic, and conversion 
rate. Nine steps to be precise that will optimize the site for search engines, mobile devices, and leads. 

1. Keywords: Use keywords throughout copy--and created content--particularly in (a) headings, 
(b) content higher up the page, and (c) the first few sentences of longer paragraphs. Also use 
keywords in meta tags, in naming the files of images, and in alt tags. (See Appendix C for 
examples of this for the home page.) Use AdWords’ (free) Keyword Planner and Google 
Trends to find these keywords or to decide between two different words. Yes, it’s somewhat 
annoying as a writer, but keywords play a significant role in Google’s weighing of content. We 
aren’t providing a spreadsheet of keywords because, counterintuitively, keywords are such an 
integral part of every aspect of the digital engine and will constantly need to be fine-tuned 
according to analytics. We will walk OLC through the tools, but they need to develop an eye 
for reading and comfort level with these keyword tools. Baptism by fire if you will.  

2. Redesign homepage: To start, remove the carousel. Yes, it’s a popular design, but it’s not worth 
the cost. Find the absolute most-attractive project OLC has done and place that image on the 
home page. Lose the bios and “Services” (both can be left for the About page.) Show all project 
niches and link to consolidated landing pages (see step 3.) This will make the page both more 
mobile-friendly, more attractive, and, importantly, increase engagement. 

3. Consolidate landing pages: E.g. for content on how OLC approaches Athletic Clubs and its 
history designing them, the path is /about/our-design-niches/athletic-clubs/, which takes 
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effort to get to and doesn’t frontload important keywords (athletic clubs, design.) Neither are 
there images on the page, which hurts engagement. Users can click through to the images on 
the portfolio page at /portfolio/portfolio-4/#, which is a generic, keywordless url. These two 
pages should be combined to form one page (olcdesigns.com/athletic-club-design) under a 
menu item titled “Design Niches.” The copy should be reworked with keywords, images 
tagged appropriately and above the fold. The goal is to create a landing page with all relevant 
content about Athletic Clubs. If a client looking to build an athletic club navigates directly to 
the site, all info about “Athletic Clubs” is a click away. If they opt for organic search--“athletic 
club design”--there should be a landing page optimized to show up in search, allowing them to 
skip over the homepage directly to the content they’re searching for. Why? As page depth 
increases, users are hemorrhaged at an exponential rate (see below.) Finally, there should be a 
call-to-action on each of these pages that links to the contact page, encouraging lead generation. 

 
4. Rework contact page: Yes, even if OLC opts for vCita, they should still have a contact page. 

Reorganize so contact form is entirely above the fold. Add a drop-down to select project 
type--fitness, medical, aquatics. This will allow you to further track interest in project niches. 
Click here for an interactive mock-up, of this, the homepage, and landing pages. 

5. Make contact info actionable: If someone scrolls to bottom of page, they should be able to click 
on contact info and either open default email platform or call service. The same should go for 
info on the Contact page. No lead should ever struggle to contact OLC.  

6. Optimize for social media: In addition to subscribe features, add the free SumoMe widget to 
the site (including its Pinterest add-on t promote sharing of costly photography.) Move social 
media icons to the top of the page to increase clickthroughs to OLC’s social pages. 

7. Optimize for international: As OLC is a global operation, the site should be accessible in other 
languages--icons up top that allow users to toggle between languages. Other important 
content, such as whitepapers, can be translated as well. 

For more advanced SEO, to help bots crawl the site and its content: 
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8. Add sitemap to robots.txt: If someone there has the know-how, use www.xml-sitemaps.com to 
generate an xml sitemap. Add to robots.txt. 

9. Redesign AJAX elements: Every image zoom actually hurts the site’s SEO. If OLC has 
someone brave on staff with a lot of coding know-how, they can take a crack at this. 

Promotion (Sponsored/Promoted Content and AdWords Campaign): 
All social channels allow advertising, but only do this for Pinterest and LinkedIn. Use 

promoted pins to promote the infographic. Use Direct-Sponsored Content to put thought-leader 
content in front of target audiences. Run these campaigns only a few times per year. As for press 
releases, rely on PR experts. For an affordable digital route, try PRWeb; they’ll distribute and promote 
press releases to social channels, journalists, bloggers, influencers, etc. for a reasonable price. 

But most of the promotional budget should go towards an AdWords campaign. Traffic from 
organic search is engaging at a higher rate, but is only 18% of overall traffic. This may indicate only that 
they have trouble finding what they are looking for when arriving from the seach engine. Or it could 
mean they are researching OLC, deciding whether OLC is worth an RFP. If OLC can increase that 
traffic to those newly-designed landing pages geared towards their specific searches, imagine what is 
possible. 

But instead of blanketing the entire US, consider a targeted campaign. We are not experts in 
the bureaucratic process of building, say, new community rec centers, but we have an inkling of how it 
works. Public buildings require public funding, often through bond measures. So set up a Google alert 

for any news pertaining to “bond measure.” E.g. 
May, 20: Kirkland, WA is seeking funding for an 
Aquatic Recreational Community (ARC) Center 
as well as other joint community facilities with 
neighboring cities. Knowing this, set up a Google 
Alert for Kirkland Washington Community. If 
funding goes through, OLC will receive an alert. 
Then start a targeted “Search Only” campaign with 
the location set to the specific cities involved, use 
specific keywords (e.g. aquatic design, community 
center,) and set the landing page to the Aquatics 
page. When they begin their search for a firm to 
design the ARC Center, olcdesigns.com/ will show 
up near the top of the results (perhaps twice, 
organic and paid.) This will increase the chances 

that leads click-through to the landing page, read up on the firm, and submit an RFP. 
Another possibility for a targeted campaign is during the weeks leading up to a major 

conference OLC plans on attending. Among the ad group keywords can be variations on the name of 
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the conference itself, as well as keywords which capture what OLC represents at the conference, be it 
IMF Center design or Aquatics design. This is an opportunity, in addition to engagement on Twitter, 
to build awareness of OLC’s presence at the convention, to pull people to OLC’s booth. And not jsut 
anybody, but people who already have an idea of who OLC is and who are interested in learning more.  

(For a walk-through of setting up an AdWords campaign, see Appendix D.) 
KPIs, Conversions, and Analytics: 

What are the KPIs of success? Leads generated of course. So every contact form submission is 
key. Tracking those form submissions, though abstruse, is essential. 

1. Sign up for Google Tag Manager. This is a one-stop shop for editing the analytics code on all 
pages without either (1) the need for webmaster approval, or (2) any knowledge of coding. It 
will generate a Google Tag Container and recommend that it be added to add it to every page 
of the site. Do so. 

2. Click Create New Tag. First set up a Page View tag. Product = Google Analytics, Tag Type = 
Universal Analytics. Tracking ID is UA-62348801-1 (OLC’s Tracking ID.) Track Type = Page 
View. Fire On = All Pages. This is generic GA tracking and reports to OLC’s GA account. 

3. Create New Tag. This we will set up to track Form Submits. (Match all fields to the right.) 
With a rough estimate of the percentage of leads that 
end in a project and the mean revenue from those 
projects, OLC can calculate a value (% * $) to add as a 
value for each lead gen (we guessed .05% * $100,000.) 
This will help quickly quantify the value of the 
digital strategy. 

4. For the trigger, see below.  
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5. Click Publish in the upper-right. 
6. Back in Google Analytics, navigate to Admin > View > Goals > Create New Goal. 
7. Give it an identifiable title and select Event. 
8. Match Category, Action, Label, and Value to the fields used above. 
9. Hit Create Goal and GA will now report on every form submit. View results under Reporting 

> Behavior > Events. It will report who, when, and where OLC’s all-important leads are, as 
well as provide a $ value for how much those leads are worth OLC. 
Google Analytics should also be used to learn which of the new landing pages (and, hence, 

which design niches) are most popular. Those niches should then become the featured services of the 
webpage. Also use Google Analytics to track where traffic is coming from, both on the web and 
geolocation, to more specifically target potential markets. 

Further, to ensure OLC isn’t broadcasting into a vacuum, they should also monitor 
micro-conversions. E.g. “social vanity” metrics--likes and favorites, shares and retweets; click-throughs 
to content, and from that content to the main site. All the tools recommended above, plus the social 
channels themselves, offer complementary analytics to help analyze engagement and click-throughs. 
Use them to determine what content is popular, the best times to post, and any weak points in the 
funnel. Buffer is especially helpful because it will allow OLC to A/B test content. Analytics can also be 
used to determine which platforms are experiencing the most engagement, and OLC should either 
focus on those platforms more, or determine why the other platforms aren’t performing as well. 

More importantly, monitor the flow of traffic. As time goes by, traffic from social channels 
should increase, but traffic through search engines should also increase (as the content increases OLC’s 
search ranking.) Use http://checkpagerank.net/index.php for more on how the content is helping 
OLC’s visibility. And apart from vCita, OLC should monitor the number of subscriptions to its blog. 
All of these are signs that awareness and interest for OLC is increasing. 

Like all engines, digital marketing requires constant fine-tuning over its lifespan. And 
remember, don’t get discouraged. It takes time--to create content, to get comfortable with the processes 
and tools, to grow and audience and see sharing take off. But stick with it, optimize it, and OLC will 
reap the rewards. 

 
Budget and Evaluation: 

So what will all this cost OLC? Difficult to say. Digital marketing is not a fixed cost, it’s a 
sliding bar that can be ramped up or down. If promotions are working, increase promotions. If a 
service isn’t providing enough return on investment, cancel the subscription. Freelancer pricings vary 
and the quality of their finished product depends on pay. OLC may be able to get an infographic for a 
few hundred dollars, but a high-end infographic may cost a few thousand dollars. (But don’t balk at 
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the price, it’s well worth it!) The final cost is entirely dependent on how much OLC is willing to pay 
for. Below are two possible budgets. For detailed, scheduled budget, see Appendix E. 

 
Will there be a return on investment? According to Demand Metric (and we have seen similar 

numbers from other reputable sources as well,) B2B companies that blog generate 67% more leads per 
month. Assuming this digital strategy increases OLC’s conversions at a similar rate, OLC could be 
looking at twice as many projects as before. That’s $100,000+ of profit per project they wouldn’t have 
had otherwise. One extra converted lead alone pays for the digital strategy 10x over. 

Google Analytics will help determine whether the digital marketing strategy was a part of 
whatever incremental success OLC experienced. But OLC can also ask converted clients how they 
heard about them--via referral, search engine, trade show, social, or online content--and what info they 
used in the decision process. Search, social, and online content all point to the digital strategy. Not to 
mention a percentage of referrals likely come from someone engaged with OLC online. 

 
Conclusion:  

We have tried our best to be as thorough as possible with our plan. But if there are any 
remaining questions, don’t hesitate to drop us a line. We are more than happy to walk you through 
our thinking, take more time with the details. One final word, we have tried to impress upon you the 
value not only of digital marketing, but of committing wholeheartedly to it. Please believe us, though 
there may be more of a cost to digital marketing than you may have first expected, it more than pays for 
itself. Believe. And don’t be afraid, you now know more about digital strategy than most businesses. 
And what you don’t know, the internet is eager to instruct you in so as to see you succeed. Seriously, 
there is more content than you will ever need on the internet: digital marketing tools to use, strategies 
to increase engagement, places to find communities, and so much much much more. You don’t need 
to read it all, but immerse yourself in that shared knowledge and expertise, use it to grow as a digital 
marketer. Because, at the end of the day, digital marketing is actually a lot of fun. 
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Appendix A, Buyer Personas: 
Potential clients and decision makers. 
Projects are a significant investment that require many different parties to act in concert. Thus, 

not surprisingly, clients and decision makers put a lot of time and thought into which firm to request a 
proposal from, and which firm to contract with for the design. To make a decision, they look not only 
to the price submitted by each bidding firm, but, like all businesses when hiring, to prior experience 
and cultural fit as well. They also look to the approach that is presented, in terms of project 
management, stakeholder interaction, and creativity. But each weighs these values differently. 

Clients can also be expected to be involved in all three phases of the process. Before a project, 
clients may search to identify companies to target with their RFP. And there are two avenues of search, 
using a search engine (which uses social standing in its algorithm) and using social channels (i.e. 
LinkedIn, Twitter.) They and other decision makers will, in the decision making process, likely use the 
archive of content available on the internet to discover more about each company--their experience, 
their culture--even establish a preference. According to recent Inc. research, 87% of B2B buyers say 
content impacted their decision and 80% of B2B decision makers prefer to get the information from 
articles and similar content and not from strictly promotional advertising. Because of the size of their 
investment, clients are also eager to be involved in the design process, to ensure their money is put to 
good use. And after the project, the clients wants to be able to communicate with the design firm to 
discuss any issues, or to deliver praise--much preferred to “hit it and quit it” design firms. OLC is also 
interested in maintaining relationships with these clients in case a future project arises.  

But, as alluded to before, clients are of all sorts. They could be from public, private, or 
non-profit sectors (anywhere from the government of a municipality to a Fortune 500 company); 
urban or rural areas, representing small or large communities, across the United States; composed of 
small or large decision-making bodies; with budgets large or small; with unique demands (i.e. partner 
with local architect, 100% green); and be requesting a project that meets any of OLC’s 10 design niches. 
Thus, it is hard to identify these individuals ahead of time. But it is likely that they are successful 
professionals, likely management-level, business-oriented, middle-aged. If I were to guess, they also 
imagine themselves to be sophisticated and having an eye for design. But they are by no means experts 
in architectural design, though they have overlapping expertise in development, legal building 
requirements, community-needs, etc. 

Other architects and design firms. 
As mentioned previously, some clients choose to hire local architects, who may be 

inexperienced with the unique design demands of, say, a fitness center with an aquatics wing. Or, a 
larger architectural firm is hired for a project--say, a hospital or hotel--and, to do a great job, requests 
help designing a stunning fitness center to attach. In these instances, OLC is often called in as a partner. 
As with the previous audience, these architects might use content to identify potential partners. But, 
unlike the previous audience, these architectural firms, being from that vertical, may already know of 
OLC through reputation and word-of-mouth. 
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These architects are likely looking for professional, experienced firms that have the extensive 
niche design knowledge required. They also care about company culture and making sure that the two 
teams can function well alongside each other. And they also want a firm that will deliver a top-notch 
finished product that reflects well on the principal design firm. Likely that they are successful 
professionals, management-level, business-oriented, middle-aged. Thus, not much different from the 
typical client, except that they have more insider-knowledge, insight into the architectural process, and 
understanding of the more esoteric aspects of architecture. 

Community stakeholders. 
They are not associated with identifying and choosing OLC as the design firm for a project, but 

they are involved in the design process (asked to collaborate) and their feedback following the 
completion of the project is of great value. While the others market segments do place importance on 
the usability and attractiveness of the finished product, the communities that run and use the facility 
value these qualities more. The finished product need also have an atmosphere that is inviting and 
comfortable. These communities also place value on things like, “How accessible is it from where I 
live?” “What is the upkeep like?” “Is it green?” But they are layman when it comes to the architectural 
design process and all it involves. 

 
Appendix B, Getting Followers on Twitter: 

Some twitter influencers to start with: @Demagazine -- Design Exchange mag; 
@ArchitectLeague -- Architects League; @ArchitectsUS -- ArchitectsUSA; @ADG_AE -- Aquatic 
Design Group; @worldarchfest --World Arch Festival; @ArchiMagazine --Arch! Magazine; 
@Arch_talks -- Architecture Talks. 

Socedo is a heaven-sent tool for lead generation via Twitter. Set up a profile of what OLC’s 
leads may look like--their jobs, their location, their interests--and Socedo identifies matching Twitter 
accounts. Once each lead is approved, Socedo will automatically begin the interaction (favoriting a 
tweet, following them, direct messaging them if they follow back.) And it integrates with Google 
Analytics and its goal tracking, to help measure conversions. And, as with most tools of this sort, it also 
provides analytics showing follows-back, click-through rates, etc. In essence, Socedo is a tool for 
effortlessly increasing the traffic of qualified leads from Twitter to your site. The cost--$300/month--is 
a bit steep. But they promise 250 prospects/day and can negotiate a rate that works for you. 
 

Appendix C, Optimization Examples for Home Page: 

Title and meta tags: (Title should be 50-60 characters. Use keywords to improve page rank. meta 
name=”description”should be 150-160 characters. This is the blurb that displays under search engine 
results. Make intriguing, but keywords in blurb do not affect pagerank.) 
<title>Ohlson Lavoie Collaborative | Architecture Design</title> 
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<meta name="description" content="Ohlson Lavoie Collaborative is an architectural design firm 
that--over decades of diverse, award-winning design--has dedicated itself to stakeholder collaboration." 
/> 
 
Image names and alt-tags: (When naming finals, use keywords to precisely describe image and dashes 
between words. Always include an alt tag with yet more keywords. Improves pagerank.) 
<a href="http://olcdesigns.com/" class="logo_h logo_h__img"><img 
src="http://olcdesignscom.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/OLC-architecture-design-logo.png" 
alt="Ohlson Lavoie Collaborative | Architecture Interior Design Aquatics Technology" title=""></a> 
 
Text: (Again, keywords keywords keywords. Frontload copy with keywords, but make sure it is still 
readable and engaging to actual human beings.) 
<h1><span style="color: #333333;">Welcome</span></h1> 
<h3><span style="color: #333333;">to Ohlson Lavoie Collaborative</span></h3> 
<div class="spacer"></div><!-- .spacer (end) --> 
<a href="http://olcdesignscom.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/architecture-logo.jpg"><img 
class="alignleft wp-image-2085" 
src="http://olcdesignscom.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/architecture-logo.jpg" alt="architecture 
logo" width="147" height="163" /></a><span style="color: #f3b562;"> Collaborative Spirit, Creative 
Commitment, Client Centered Attitude<br /> 
</span></p> 
<p><span style="color: #333333;">Ohlson Lavoie Collaborative (OLC) is an architectural design and 
planning firm whose mission is to deliver stellar architecture for a variety of niches: fitness, medical, 
recreation, spa, hospitality, and more. We also specialize in interior design, aquatic design and 
technology design, making OLC the full package. Our design process is enriched by a collaborative 
spirit, creative commitment and a client-centered attitude. We partner clients' business insights with 
our aesthetic vision, deep experience, and problem-solving skills to create a successful design 
project.</span></p> 
 
Appendix D, Setting Up Pay-Per-Click Campaign 

Let’s walk through setting up a campaign specifically for the new Fitness Center landing page 
and a hypothetical campaign targeted at Twin Falls, Idaho, after a bond measure is passed for a new 
community fitness center (have to work off the calories from those fries): 
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1. Give the campaign an easy-to-distinguish name. Select “Search Network only. Use defaults. 

 
2. Set the target location, in this case Twin Falls, Idaho. 

 
3. Let AdWords set bids. Determine total budget, determine how long you want the campaign 

to run, and then calculate the daily budget. 

 
4. Add sitelink extension. About and Contact pages as well as similar niches. 
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5. Also add the call extension, to ease contacting from mobile devices. 
6. Choose specific url, e.g. fitness center design landing page. Enter keywords. Use specific 

keywords: e.g. fitness center design, architecture design. (After the campaign is set up, OLC will need 
to navigate to AdWords>Campaigns>Keywords, scroll down to Negative Keywords, and add 
keywords like “fitness center.” OLC wants to ensure only people searching for fitness center design see 
the ad, not people looking for fitness centers in the area so they can stay in shape.) 

 
7. Make the headline generic, but clear. Use keywords for both headline and description. Use a 

call-to-action and enticing verbiage. As GA will have been added to the page, select “Final URL.”  

 
8. Sit back and track. 

 
Appendix E, Possible Schedule and Budget over 6 Months: 

A possible schedule and budget for 6 months: 
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Month 1: Buffer costs $50/month for a business, well worth its facile-interface, team 
bookmarking, scheduling, and analytic capabilities. Though, OLC can do pretty much all it needs to 
with the free app (still has the scheduling, bookmarking, analytics.) Or add an RSS feed aggregator for 
$5/month to the free app, to make content curation easier. Start up snip.ly, because one never knows 
how quickly curated content will bring a real lead to the site. The cost of snip.ly is a bit more complex: 
can cost as low as $25/month, though added features (like unique-branded urls) can be negotiated for 
at a higher price. But stick to the $25/month at first and keep an eye on traffic through snip.ly links to 
the homepage. If OLC gets 1 lead from snip.ly, with the profit it makes on a single project, it is well 
worth the $25. As for the final service, vCita, OLC is welcome to start with the free version. But as the 
full service only costs $12.45 a month and is just as useful for current clients as new clients, get that up 
and running as soon as possible. This will give everyone time to get used to the software before more 
prospective clients come a-callin’. Start researching freelance infographic designers and press release 
writers. Since an infographic is for life, will feature on the site, and is shareable, pay the extra money for 
one OLC can be proud of: let’s set the budget at $2000. Get the infographic created as soon as possible. 

Month 2-3: Now that OLC has a base of archived content, it’s time for a little paid promotion. 
Keep an eye out for areas to target with AdWords campaigns. LinkedIn Direct Sponsored Content is 
also an option, but it will cost, so know who to target (LinkedIn allows for very specific professional 
targeting.) As to what to promote, promote the infographic. Very easy to get attention that way. 
Average cost-per-click for DSC is $5, target 5,000 LinkedIn members, expect a click-through-rate of 2% 
(data shows CTR for these ads can get as high as 5%) = a total of $500. Also, promote the infographic 
on Pinterest. Set the length of the campaign and the max daily budget. Aim for $500 as well (though it 
will likely come in cheaper, depending on CPC bids.) 

Month 4-6: We expect the first press release to be for the Mount Carmel Fitness and Health 
Complex, which is supposed to open in 2015. Budget $300 for freelance writing and $159/release for 
PRWeb’s distribution. In month 6, re-promote the infographic. If a high CTR for the last promotion, 
consider a different targeted-lists. But if CTR could have been higher, retarget the same list to increase 
exposures and hopefully get new clicks. Budget another $1000 for these. 
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